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ON ECONOMY OF UKRAINE: DSGE APPROACH
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Abstract. The paper explores the dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model to study the impact of exter
nal shocks on the economy of Ukraine. The dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model is constructed for a 
small open economy that includes households, firms (domestic manufacturers and importers), government, 
the National Bank and external sector. The model assumes the new-Keynesian approach that includes the so- 
called "rigidities" o f prices and wages, the existence of the households' consumption habits and investments 
with adjustment costs. Also, it takes into account the country's significant dependence on mineral products 
imports. All goods in the economy are divided into the domestic ones (that are exported and consumed in the 
country), imports and mineral products. So the purpose of the model is to study the impact of external shocks 
on the economy of Ukraine, such as a positive shock in world output, a positive shock in the world aggregate 
demand, a positive shock in the world interest rate, and a positive shock in world prices.
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Introduction

The econometric toolset had been playing the leading role in the economic models 
construction before the mid of 1970s. As mentioned in (Cantore and others, 2013), it 
was common to evaluate the “Keynesian reduced form behavioural equations” that along 
with the basic macroeconomic identities formed a “large” model.

The article “Econometric Policy Evaluation: A Critique” by Robert E. Lucas 
(Lucas, 1976) published in 1976 was a powerful spur to further the development of 
methods of economic and mathematical modelling, as it explored the failure to forecast 
macroeconomic trends based on econometric models, given the change of economic 
policy. According to Lukas, predictions based on macroeconomic models that rely 
on past relationships between variables are not reliable. He believed that if structure 
econometric model is conditioned by “optimal decision rules of economic agents, and 
that optimal decision rules vary systematically with changes in the structure of series 
relevant to the decision maker, it follows that any change in policy will systematically 
alter the structure of econometric models” (Lucas, 1976).
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Also, the appearance of the so-called “theory of rational expectations” played a 
key role in the development of economic and mathematical modelling methods. This 
theory represents a set of assumptions about the economic agents’ way of using all 
available information to predict. For example, according to one of the theory of rational 
expectations founders John F. Muth, “expectations of firms (or, more generally, the 
subjective probability distribution of outcomes) tend to be distributed, for the same 
information set, about the prediction of the theory (or the “objective” probability 
distributions of outcomes)” (Muth, 1961).

Thus, the appearance of Lukas’ Critique and the theory of rational expectations were 
the impetus for the development of the so-called dynamic stochastic general equilibrium 
models (DSGE models). These models are based on microeconomic interactions of 
rational agents such as households, firms and government (Vasylenko, Bazhenova, 
2014). Forerunner of DSGE models was the theory of real economic cycles developed 
by Finn Kydland and Edward Prescott (Kydland, Prescott, 1977).

Literature review

There is a large amount of publications devoted to the construction of dynamic stochastic 
general equilibrium (DSGE) models. It is worth noting the papers of F.Kydland and 
E.Prescott (Kydland, Prescott, 1982), L.J.Cristiano, M.Eichenbaum and C.Evans 
(Christiano, Eichenbaum, Evans, 2005), B.Bernanke, M.Gertler, S.Gilhrist (Bernanke, 
Gertler, Gilhrist (1998), F.Smets and R.Wouters (Smets, Wouters, 2002), J.Rotemberg 
and M.Woodford (Rotemberg, Woodford, 1997), M.Del Negro and F.Schorfheide 
(Del Negro, Schorfheide, 2002, 2008), G. Calvo (Calvo, 1983), R.Clarida, J.Gali and 
M.Gertler (Clarida, Gali, Gertler, 1999, 2001), J.Gali and T.Monachelli (Gali, Monacelli, 
2005), J.Fernandez-Villaverde (Fernandez-Villaverde, 2009) and many others.

However, one of the most cited publications devoted to constructing of DSGE models 
is paper of F.Smets and R.Wouters (Smets, Wouters, 2002). The authors constructed 
new-Keynesian dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model for the euro area and 
assessed it using Bayesian methods. The results of simulations witnessed a significant 
level of price rigidity in the euro area.

Among the achievements of Ukrainian scientists, it should be noted the papers of 
Yu.Bazhenova (Bazhenova, 2009), I.Lukianenko and R.Semko (Lukianenko, Semko, 
2010; Lukianenko, Semko, 2015) devoted to the construction of DSGE models for the 
economy of Ukraine to determine the effects of monetary and fiscal policy, fluctuations 
in the stock market and other financial researches. Thus, the DSGE models have not been 
used to model the external shocks impact on Ukraine’s economy.

DSGE models have often been used to study the impact of different external economic 
shocks on the country’s economy. In particular, most models are devoted to studying the 
effect of oil price shock caused by the oil crisis in the 1970s-1980s.
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In (Gali, Monacelli, 2005) authors used the new-Keynesian model of a small 
open economy to analyse the effects of monetary policy regimes. Unlike other DSGE 
models, this one most fully represents the relationship of a country with the outside 
world including international trade and capital flows. In particular, the model covers 
the following variables of outside world: world output, consumption of imported 
commodities from partner countries, consumer price indices of partner countries, world 
price index, bilateral and effective terms of trade, bilateral and effective nominal and real 
exchange rates, uncovered interest rate parity.

A.Barnett and R.Straub (Barnett, Straub, 2008) explores the driving forces of the 
current account balance in the US as a country that imports oil and uses this resource in 
the production of intermediate and final goods. Along with the internal shocks, external 
disturbances are modelled in the form of oil price shock, given its exogenous nature. It 
is shown that a positive shock of oil prices results in GDP growth and inflation decrease.

O.Blanchard and J.Gali (Blanchard, Gali, 2008) analysed the impact of oil price shock 
on the economy during the 1970s-2000s and explained different responses to this shock 
during this period by the means of constructing the DSGE model of the economy that 
imports oil and uses it in production and consumption subject to the real wage rigidity.

J.Jaaskela and D.Jennings (Jaaskela, Jennings, 2010) built a dynamic stochastic general 
equilibrium model of a small open economy for Australia. This model considers separately 
the external sector (in the form of a large economy -  the USA) described by Phillips curve, 
IS curve and Taylor rule that determines the foreign monetary policy and by the equation 
depicting the GDP gap. The external sector also contains aggregate foreign demand 
shock and foreign monetary policy shock. In the domestic sector, unlike many models, it 
presented the terms of trade that are proportionate to the real exchange rate.

The model in (Polbin, 2013) investigates an open economy that depends on oil and 
gas exports (energy commodities) that are used in domestic production and are exported. 
The focus is to research the impact of the shock in world oil prices, disregarding other 
shocks, for example, the exchange rate shock. The author also examines the impact of 
a 10-percent increase in world oil prices on macroeconomic indicators. It is shown that 
this shock leads to real GDP growth in the short run at 0.5%, total exports -  by 6% 
and the current account in the initial period -  by 1.8%. However, there is a decline of 
production and exports in the sector of traded goods production.

Shulgin (Shulgin, 2013) estimates the DSGE model for a small open economy of oil 
exporting country (Russia) to study the impact of currency and monetary policy rules 
on the economy. The author analyses the response function of “real” and “financial” 
economy on the oil shock, the external interest rate shock and foreign exchange rate 
policy shock.

Thus, the aim of the article is to model the impact of external shocks on Ukraine’s 
economy by estimating the dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model as a 
small open economy model with a significant dependence on energy imports.
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Constructing the DSGE model for Ukraine's economy

The paper explores dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model of a small open economy 
that includes households, firms (domestic manufacturers and importers), government, 
the National Bank and the external sector. The model is constructed according to the 
new-Keynesian approach that includes the so-called “rigidities” of prices and wages, the 
existence of the households’ consumption habits and investments with adjustment costs. 
The significant country’s dependence on mineral products imports is also taken into 
account. All goods in the economy are divided into the domestic ones (that are exported 
and consumed in the country), imports and mineral products.

The households. The households are considered to be homogeneous in the context of 
goods and services consumption and assets’ ownership a id heterogeneous on wage and 
worked hours in equilibrium (Christiano, Eichenbaum, Evans, aO05).Although ghere ase 
other assumptions concerning the identity of households asd identianl decistons maneby 
thsm “ragarding themanagedvaoiables” (oolbin ,2ql qa.

ThereVore, we cansider a aeprnrentvtive houselioia ”haO conrumes goodo and hereicas, 
accumulated cecEtal assois ”Cat are inveeCed, oasrt Oomootse aod foreign bondo,ocymont 
o fwnteh ca i be coniidared ai savings odprlor e>eriad, eavss in the; Ourm oO cash Oalancae 
and sm̂ i ov someamomit  of lubouato fiams. m oddition, households reneivs ss^ i ee 
occoohing io ■n ôelceci honec, iceamo feoco invatteC capital, tocial Vansfnrn, oa^u u ntn 
oa liemCc, ieeamc Oroon deposited monny eit tho prevtedi jcesecnl. Ti e teoressnSatiof
hoosfOold maximizoi expestea elility lhai is detesmineO by tire (ondumptiod of geodr 
end roraieas, labour eupply anf  anril l^ enaer .

Thuc, Ohe reaoesont aSive ho nrehol” maxcm ioc  msianoaneoun i  o rto te d utilityfunction 
that is a mcoification of hunctisns proposef  in (Smcte, Wouters, 201̂2), ^^hriŝ ti ^ co 
Eichenbaum, Evans, 2005), (Femandez-ViUaveMe, 2a09X (Polbia , 2° l a), (Ldrianenko, 
Semko, 2010), (Shulgin, 2013), where utility at time t defines as

U, = S (c, - h , f  
1 -

- -  s
1 1+&,

■ + s P,
1 -<?m

1-(7

(1)

Here ct represents consumption attime t, ht -  variable that defines consumption habits at
M l

tim £51, -  labour supply ant time t, p  - re a l balances at time Up -  disc ount rate, s ct -

consumption shock at time t, s \  -shock to  laboursupply at time t, s tm -  money demand 
shock attime t, ac -  coefficient of relative risk aversion of household, -inverseofthe 
elasticity oflaboureffortsw ith respect to real wage, am -  inverse ofthe real balances 
elasticitywithrespecttotheinterestrate.

Following (Smets, Wouters, 2002) we assume that consumption habits at time t 
dependonconsum ptioninpreviousperiod(i- 1):
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ht = hct-v (2)

Thust theutility of  houseliolds depenCa positively on consumption (less variable 
that characterises the sustainability of  habits in consumption) and real money balances, 
negatively -  from labour supply me asured by the number of  worke d hours .

The household maximizen the expected utility function subject to its! budget constraint 
as in (Bemanket Gertler, Gilhnist, 1998) ,(Bazhenova, 2t)09), (0hristi2uo, Etehesbaum, 
Evans, a005), Woutar5 2O0p) and otlien autiiore

= wA  (1 - k  ) + A kt (1 -  ) + trt +
n t

^ i  ^ i

{3i

wt ere tnt -  re al money demand ai tim e t t̂ lsrip d-Oneo ao —L, A  - c o-aumptiootox  at
Pt

time a invt -  teal inve—menta at: - me i, b/1 -  mai hrmand for domestis t ondi at time — 
if  -  notttinaa enaUnnfe  tffe ft time d m^ -  rf  aa demand for fore^ n  bonde denominated 
in foetign currency ait time i, -  nominol internst: rate oo domeedrc bonds ol time 
t a  y  Z— -  nominal interest rate on fortigit bondo denominated in foosign eue e ncy nt 
time t + 1, wt -  real woge at time t, ^  -  wage tex rate at time t, rt -p rice  forrenting

Of
thecapitalattim e t, kt -  capital stockatlime t, ut -capital taxrateattim e t, trt -  social 
transfersfrom centralbudgetattim e t, nt -  inflation rate at time t, rDEP -  interest rate 
ondepositsattim e t, dept -realdem andfordepositsattim e t, Ttdep -depositstaxrate at 
time t. A lsoitm aybeusedpricelevelinsteadofinflationrate nt.

Thus,a household holdsits savingsin the form ofreal balances,one-period domestic 
bondsandforeigncurrencydenominated bondsboughtatforeignmarketswithinterest 
rates ith and if  accordingly.

Solving the first-order conditions of maximization problem of expected utility 
function(1)subjecttobudgetconstraint(3)yields:

(cObL 
fito 1 - e

na (ef - /dgd sS (5)
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1 = p (6)
Et^t+1, 1 + e a +1

A EtEt+2

(7)

Here equat io n (4) represents money demand equation, equation (5) is th e labour 
supplyfunctio n ,e quatiou (6r i ( Eufarequation m d equafian (7) rhowa the consumetioo 
margfna le tility. A ndinflatloq in timt  iequafs

Assuming the existence of wages and prices rigidities, we use Calvo model (Calvo, 
1983) that implies an alteration in wagesand prices in everymoment of time by some 
households and firms. As mentioned in (Polbin, 2013) other pricing mechanisms (for 
example, oneof Rotemberg)leadtothesamemodelequationsafteritslog-linearization.

So,following(Erceg, Henderson, Levin, 2000), (Smets, Wouters, 2002), (Bazhenova, 
2009) we assume the existence of wage setting according to Calvo (Calvo, 1983). 
Provided by this wage setting mechanism let household i sets the wage at the level

Yw isadeg reeo f wage indexationthatvariesfrom zeroto one(Smets, Wouters, 2002), 
(Bazhenova, 2009).

Inan aggregated form due tothe principle ofDixit-Stiglitz (Dixit,Stiglitz, 1977)we 
have:

wherex w is an elasticity of substitution between households.

At the same time households set nominal wage maximizing expected utility subject 
to budget constraints and labour demand function:

Wf with the probability (1 -  £w) and with probability -  Wtl = W ,,wheret-1

V y
(9)

(10)

Hence solving the maximization problem it yields:
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Wt = Xw^c
e  i (p f*  f  ( * 1)

k =0

)  /  X w (1+a l )

(  + ^ iX w )fT I p )k ( k ( k  -  ht+k Ÿ~ac )
k =0

(11)

Thus the equation (9) can be modified in the following way:

W  = (i - t w Xw  + t
V p  Vw V Xw

j Z  Wt--1
V p t -2 J

1

1-Xw
(12)

Domestic goods manufacturers. The model assumes the presence of domestic firms 
that produce intermediate consumption goods and operate at the market of monopolistic 
competition.

Production function of a representative domestic firm m that produces a differentiated 
good m is a function with a technological progress that augments labour (neutral by 
Harrod):

m m\a z m\B
Yt = (Kt ) OMt ) , (13)

where ytm represents output of domestic good m at time t, ktm represents capital costs for 
the production of domestic good m at time t, l̂ m denotes labour costs for the production 
of domestic good m at time t, eZ is a technological shock at time t, a is an elasticity of 
output with respect to capital and f  is an elasticity of output with respect to labour.

At the same time demand for good m from firms that use it to produce final goods 
equals

y t

f  P m \
r t

Xp

y » (14)

where Pm -  price of the product m, xp -  elasticity of substitution between goods and y t -  
aggregate output of goods in real terms at time t.

Setting prices for intermediate goods as in the case of wage setting follows Calvo
pricing mechanism.

So for good m firm sets the price Ptm with probability 1 -  and price t -1

V P - 2  J

\Y p
m

p -1

with Çp probability where yp is a degree of indexation that alters from zero to one (Smets, 
Wouters, 2002).

The optimal price is based on the solution of the maximization problem of the net 
present value of the firm’s profit relative to the good m:
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e , î k  fÎ
k =0

m
r i ~

s  p +1
pt+Pk y ,+kmc,+k

n  (1 + h+s )
s=1

s p - 1 e ,
(15)

k =0
n  (1 + h+S)
S =1

Accordingly,the aggregatepricelevelisdefined as follows:
1

Pt =

r
(  P  Y pr t- l
KPt - 2.J

-1

1 - s r

(16)

Importers of goods and services. The economy also imports goods with prices that 
are set,as accordin g t o Calv o pricingmech:uiism.T hus, the importer of  good m sets tins

nf  •price h m withprobability 1 -  f  s t d
(  P  f  Y p

Pt - l
n f

V p t -2

f
f

dy_i W- h -robability b:/, wher) y!

is the level of indexation and varies from zero to one.
The optimal price in this case is based on maximizing the net present value of net 

cash yow (Bazhenova, 2009):
(

E t Î Y  f
k =0

pm-' _
r i ~

b

P b  £p V
P t+k c t+k t+k

n  01 +  T +s )
V s=1

5

S  - 1
(

E t f
k =0

5 (17)
P b  s p c b

t+k t+k

H  01 +  l t+s )
V s =1

where cf  is a realconsumptiondemand forimportsindomesticeconomyattime i and y t 
represents one price gap at time t .

Accordingly,theaggregatepricelevelforimported goods is determined as follows:

P  = ( i - 4  \ p/  Y  + ( p

f  f  Y ep
(  P f  Y pp j

t-1

p f
V t -2

P f
t -1

V

1 -e r

(18)

s

l
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Thus, the aggregate pric e level in thceconomyequals:
1

p t  = (1 -<*p Ï P  )'~ "+ V p P  T
1- " (19)

Investments. The model assumes that households own the firms that attract additional 
funding increasing the authorised capital by additional issue of shares. Although, 
it should be noted that according to the Modigliani-Miller theorem provided perfect 
financial markets and the absence of taxes “capital market valuation does not depend on 
the method of financing investment” (Polbin, 2013). However, as taxable income from 
invested capital is given by r f k t(1 -  TtK) in our model the theorem is not satisfied.

Simulating the behaviour of households, we suggest that they invest to optimise 
capital and to benefit from the firms’ ownership, that is, to maximize the difference 
between the value of the firm and the cost of its capital in current prices. The firms are 
not able to provide the optimal level of capital immediately due to the presence of the 
so-called “adjustment costs” (costs that occur when the firm alters the size of the fixed 
assets).

Thus, capital dynamics equation with adjustment costs is given by:

Kt = (1 _S) Kt _! + It (1 -  /  {el It )) (20)

or in real terms:

kt = (1 - S)kt _! + invt (1 -  s1 (sjinvt % (21)

where e /  -  investment shock at time t, sI(etI invt) -  a positive function that represents
S i  2

adjustment costs for the unit of capital at time t1 and equals —  (s} invt ) , 8 -  depreciation 
rate.

Thus, the problem of maximizing the expected utility of a household subject to 
budget constraint should also include the capital dynamics equation. Finding the first

I* /  -~ j K t+iorder conditions for Vp and gives the following equalities:
t+i

k 1

/  r 2
1 -  y  (£ Tin v t )

(22)

(23)

1 It is also common in DSGE models to specify adjustment costs determined by the rate of change of investment 
(Christiano, Eichenbaum, Evans, 2005), (Smets, Wouters, 2002)
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%
As - r - is considered to beva lueofan  hdd(tsoaal un ) of  capital in the case of firms’

optim al behaviour, equations (22) and (23) are determined by:

1
Q t =

s r r 1 
1 -  y l * /  in v t f

Q t =  4 1 -  E  (  + E tQ t +1 (1 - s )
A

(24)

(25)

Th e nnxt stee s s tofind the eptsmal r i ifs oOthe icatĉ ag t rate on cspiiel and waeoi 
based on solving the problem of minimizing the costs of the firm that include capital 
(rfKefSaad labour (wad cotts. Thus w ehsve:

rtK = mct ( 1  (PaU?~H j  (2

wt = mc t «  )ß ß k f lß  1 (27)

Aggregate demand. Outputof goodsandservicesineconom y y t is determined by 
domestic demandform anufacturedgoodsandservices Et and demand from foreign 
customers E* (export of domestic goods and services):

y  = Et + E* (28)

Thedemand from foreign consumers for domestic products is given by:

E t ~  a  p cP*P* 
V61 pt

( ß  E t  ), (29)

where P* represents price level abroad at time t, etP* is a shock of price level abroad at
T

time t, E* shows aggregate demand of foreign consumers at time t and etE*is a shock in 
aggregate demandofforeignconsumersattime t.

Domestic demand of households for domestic and imported goods and services is 
found by solving the problem of minimizing the costs on consumption (Bazhenova, 
2009):

min PtT E tT = t min \P,Et + P /  E , 
E ,1 ' ' E  ,e / "

E + P f E f (30)

Hence, domestic demand for domestic goods and services at the moment t is given
by:

Et = (  ~ a p) 11

P Tv r t y
(31)
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where EtT is an aggregate demand for domestic goods and services at domestic and 
foreign markets at time t, ap is a propensity to consume foreign goods, n represents 
elasticity of substitution between consumption of foreign and domestic goods.

Demand for imported goods and services at time t Ef  equals to:

E /  = a p
> f V -

Et (32)

On the other hand, aggregate demand is based on the aggregation of demand for 
domestic and imported goods and services by households with constant elasticity of 
substitution:

E t
T ( \ i  H 1 I  H

11 ~ Ap k Et H + a pHEt H

n
H -l (33)

To determine the impact of energy resources on the economy Ukraine we consider 
minerals as a single imported good taking into account shock in its price.

Consequently, imports are divided into imports of goods and services P f  E f  and 
imports of energy resource P toO t:

l m t = P / E {  +  e f °P toO t, (34)

where etP° represents shock in the price of mineral products imports at time t.
Similar to the results of (Polbin, 2013) when modelling the economy of Ukraine 

mineral fuel, oil, petroleum products and natural gas are considered as one energy 
resource and therefore a single good due to its high proportion in imports and large 
spending on it. Thus, the equation of the dynamics of energy resources prices P °  and 
its consumption O t at time t  (variables are considered in logarithms) suggesting that 
the economy consumes only imported energy resource given its high price in foreign 
currency and devaluation trends observed recently:

I n O t =  (1 - p o) l n O + p o I n O t_! +n°t (35)

l n P ?  =  (1 - p pa ) l n P o + p pa l n PO i + np 0, (36)

where O  and P o are consumption (import) and energy prices in the steady state, n t°, 
n P<° are disturbances in energy consumption (import) and it price,p ° andpP° -  parameters.

Equations (35) and (36) are simplifications of processes that occur in the real economy, 
particularly taking into account the non-stationarity of energy prices. However, they are 
widely used in the construction of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models as in 
(Polbyn, 2013), (Lama, Medina, 2012), (Leduc, Sill, 2012).
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Aggregate demand consists of consumption ctT , investment invtT and government 
spending gtT:

E t = ct + invt + g t (37)

Moreover, the internal demand for domestic goods and services Et consists of 
consumption ct, investment invt and government expenditures gt:

E t = ct + invt + g t (38)

Domestic demand for imported goods and services Ef  accordingly is given by:

e /  = c /  + i n v /  + g t f . (39)

The aggregate consumption demand, investment demand and demand from the 
government sector are determined due to the principle of Dixit-Stiglitz using functions 
with constant elasticity of substitution:

T
c t

( Hz1 I  1
(1 - a p H ct h + ApHct 11

n
h-1

tmvt
< a  h-1 1  H
( - a p f i j in v , h + a p Hin v t H

h
H- 1

T
g t

( v i  T d  1  f H
(1 - a p f ig t  h +ApHgt H

n
h-1

(40)

(41)

(42)

External sector. Exploring the trade channel of external disturbances transmission, 
it seems urgent to consider the terms of trade effects on the economy of Ukraine, 
taking into account the openness of our economy and dependence on opportunities at 
commodity markets. As the most important factors of the economic downturn in Ukraine 
are declining terms of trade due to unfavourable price conditions for domestic exports of 
goods, especially for metal and agricultural products.

The terms of trade TTt are determined as the ratio of export prices deflator Pt to 
import prices deflator Pf  multiplied by the terms of trade shock etTT:

TTt = s J T p - . (43)
1 1 pJ

t

The terms of trade shock etTT is simulated on the basis of the first order autoregression 
process.

The real exchange rate st is based on the nominal exchange rate St and the ratio of 
price indices in the country Pt and abroad P* including the nominal exchange rate shock 
e/, given its significant impact on the behaviour of the economic system of Ukraine:
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s t
e ? s tp ; . 

p
(44)

The nominal exchange rate shock ets also is simulated as the first order autoregression 
process.

As known, the basis of purchasing power parity is the law of one price, i.e., “at 
the efficient market identical goods should have the same price” (Polovnyov, 2008). 
However, due to various objective reasons in the real economy, it is mostly not traced. 
Therefore following (Bazhenova, 2009) the model contains one price gap y t that is 
defined as follows:

¥t =
s tp ; (45)

Current account balance cat (the flow of goods and services pcat and primary 
and secondary income between residents and non-residents nfat by (Methodological 
comment to the statistics of the external sector in Ukraine, 2009)) including shock in 
primary current account etPCA and shock in net foreign assets or “income from foreign 
investments” (Burda,Wyplosh, 1997) etNFA is given by:

cat = 4 CAPcat + (46)

The primary current account equals the difference between exports Et* and imports 
of goods and services Imt:

pcat = Et*-  Imt (47)

Following (Polbin, 2013) net foreign assets equal:

n fa t = if_xbf_x _  bf_x _  rï_x<ft_x + d*_u  (48)

where d* -  foreign government debt at time t, r* -  interest rate on foreign government 
loans at time t .

Given the presence of risk associated with investments in domestic assets and 
restrictions on the movement of capital in Ukraine, the model takes into account both the 
existence of risk premiums and restrictions on the movement of capital (e.g., restrictions 
imposed by decree of National Bank of Ukraine №354 “On regulation of the situation at 
money and foreign exchange markets of Ukraine” dated 3.06.2015). Thus, the equation 
that describes the uncovered interest rate parity includes risk premium p f  and restrictions 
on movement of capital ptC:

( i  +  it ) - (i  +  h  ) -  E t S S  S  + PÏ  + V? = 0,

Further we assume that ptP and y tC are constant for all t.

(49)
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G overnm entsector.G ovemment budget constraint is detennined by:
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ta x t

y t
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d D
t- i

n ty t
+ (rt Y t )

*
S td t- l

n ty t
+ B D O,t

(50)

Here taxt are total taxes in real terms at time t, d f  -  internal public debt at time  ̂ St -  
budget expendituresattime t, rt -  interest rate on domesticgovernmentloansattime t,

yt -  growthrate of gross domestic product attime t, BD01 -  part of the budget deficit due 

to imports of minerals products at time t, mt ---- ——  income from seigniorage.
n

Inturn,taxrevenuesto thestate budgetarem adeupof consumption taxes ctTtc, taxes 
on wages wJtTtl, capital taxes r ^ k ^ f  and lump sum taxes xjs as to (Kumhof, Laxton, 
Muir, Mursula,2010):

taxt = ctxct + wtltz lt + + Tlts (51)

Total public sector debt is the sum of the internal and external public debts:

dt = dD + d* (52)

Given the increasing share of foreign debt and devaluation processes in Ukraine, we 
calculate thefiscalpolicyruleasfollows:

(53)

where atax represents the coefficient that characterizes the propensity of government 
to finance public expenditures by increasing the tax burden, aTR represents coefficient 
that characterizes the propensity of government to finance public spending by cutting 
social transfers and aB represents the coefficient that characterizes the propensity of 
governmentto financepublicspendingbyincreasingthedebtburdenontheeconomy.

NationalBank. Monetarypolicyrule inthism odelis specifiedas follow:

i n vk  y
lt -1

V ï

a i a ir
El

V ir V m
(54)
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where / p f  is the ratio of the price level of domestic products to the price level of 
imported goods at time t. In equations (53) and (54) variables with horizontal lines 
denotes the variables in steady state.

The shocks and variables that characterise the world economy are modelled as the 
AR(1) processes.

The model is realised in Dynare 4.4.3 based on Matlab R2010a. For this purpose, it 
was linearized and calibrated.

Param eter estimates. The results of the parameter estimation that determine the 
basic characteristics of Ukraine’s economy are shown in Table 1. These parameters have 
been estimated by combining the model calibration and parameter estimation of the 
model. The calibration is the analytical procedure of selection parameters of the model 
that reflects the characteristics of Ukraine’s economy, estimates of (Smets, Wouters, 
2002) and (Bazhenova, 2009) and estimates based on statistical data of IMF. Also to find 
the model parameters it was used the econometric methods.

TABLE 1. Parameters that determine the basic characteristics of Ukraine's economy

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

P 0,99 Yw 0,408 Xw 0,9

1,1 Zw 0,5 aP 0,62

£w 0,9 z pp_____ 0,44 n 1,01

°c 0,8 Yfp 0,5 Xp 0,5

10 VtC 0,8 Zp 0.64

h 0,7 P 0,29 YP 0,5

an 0,04 aTR 0,05 am -0,030

aS 0,18 aA 1,80 atax 0,74

a,r -0,003 ay -0,001 aD -0,04

0,18 ai 0,81

Source: author's calculations according to the data of IMF, (Smets, Wouters, 2002), (Bazhenova, 2009).

Results

In the paper we are focusing on the following four disturbances that impact economy: 
a positive shock in world output, a positive shock in the world aggregate demand, a 
positive shock in the world interest rate and a positive shock in world prices.

A positive shock in world output. The growth of world output gives rise to the 
growth of domestic output due to the growth of demand for traditional Ukrainian 
exports. This, in turn, increases the demand for production factors (labour and capital) 
that leads to an increase in real wages and, as a result of income effect, to reducing labour 
supply of households usually accompanied by rising marginal costs of the domestic
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firms. However, the decrease in growth rate of prices of domestic goods and services is 
observed. At the same time, the increase in real wages has a positive effect on household 
consumption of final goods and services.

On the other hand, the expansion of demand for domestic products stimulates an 
increase of the domestic firms’ attractiveness that encourages the inflow of investment 
to the economy. It exerts pressure on the interest rate towards its reduction and further 
intensification of investment and innovation. This, in turn, stimulates the growth of 
tax revenues to the government budget and a further increase in government spending. 
Moreover, the impact of the world output growth has long-lasting effect that observes 
for more than 40 quarters.

A positive shock in the world aggregate demand. The growth of world aggregate 
demand leads to the growth of aggregate demand for domestic goods and services and, 
in particular, the investment demand for goods (but decrease in consumer demand 
and demand from the government sector) in order to increase the country’s exports of 
goods and services. The demand for imported goods and services as a whole decreases, 
although, growth in consumer demand for imported goods and services is seen. First of 
all, it may be associated with a significant share of imported raw materials in the output 
of Ukrainian export (including products of mineral origin). Thus, in the short run there 
is a switching demand from consumer goods to the investment one. In the short run, a 
fall in the aggregate demand is observed, then -  we see its growth and stabilization in 
the long run.

Nevertheless, in the short run, an increase in the primary current account and in the 
current account is seen (exports growth is accompanied by an increase in imports). In the 
long term, the results of simulations suggest the returning of the current account balance 
to its equilibrium level.

A positive shock in the world interest rate. Increase in interest rates abroad provokes 
a rise in interest rates in the country, indicating the dependence of the Ukrainian banking 
system from foreign capital (particularly in the context of external sustainability the 
attraction of short-term bank capital is considered to be a negative factor (Bazhenova, 
2014)). First of all, it has the effect of reducing the inflow of foreign capital to the country 
and increasing payments for using it. In this respect, the high probability of the so-called 
“sudden stops” in capital inflows into the country that can be caused by crises in capital 
donor countries, associated with rising interest rates and problems of access to finance 
resources, should be noted. However, the net foreign assets, according to the results of 
simulations, show a rising tendency with subsequent stabilization.

So, in the short run, increase in interest rates abroad leads to a drop in household 
consumption, due to the large part of consumption lending and reducing the demand for 
real money balances.
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The aggregate demand for goods and services by results of simulations shows the 
instantaneous inertial growth accompanied by a further fall, which, in the long run, does 
not reach the previous level. In addition, a decrease in demand for imported investment 
goods of firms, due to the increasing cost of capital and reducing the attractiveness of 
domestic firms, is observed. Ultimately, it provokes a drop in production, reduction of 
real wages and unemployment that leads to the falling of imports and the deterioration 
of the current account balance. At the same time, an increase in domestic inflation in the 
country and reducing imported inflation cause deterioration of terms of trade. Finally, 
in the long run, interest rate abroad falls have not reached the previous level. Internal 
interest rate shows a similar trajectory.

A positive shock in world prices. The rising of world prices (essentially, a transfer 
of wealth to the national economy) primarily causes an increase in the consumption of 
goods and services by households (the desire of households to save part of the resulting 
wealth to smooth consumption over time should be taken into account) that increases an 
aggregate demand in the economy.

This, in turn, triggers the growth of output, increasing the attractiveness of domestic 
firms and the corresponding rise of demand for inputs that leads to an increase in real 
wages and, therefore, the marginal costs of firms. However, this is accompanied by a 
decrease in labour supply from households due to the effect of income.

The marginal costs growth provokes instant price increases despite the pricing 
mechanism by Calvo that provides a gradual increase in prices. Together these factors 
lead to a decrease in production of domestic firms and accordingly reduce the demand 
for inputs. Thus, the effect of the world prices shock is short term and is graded in two 
years.

Conclusions

This research deals with the DSGE model of Ukraine as a small open economy that 
includes households, firms (domestic manufacturers and importers), government, the 
National Bank and the external sector. The model is constructed according to the new- 
Keynesian approach that includes the so-called “rigidities” of prices and wages, the 
existence of the households’ consumption habits and investments with adjustment costs. 
Also, it takes into account the significant country’s dependence on mineral products 
imports.

The purpose of the model is to study the impact of external shocks on the economy of 
Ukraine, such as a positive shock in world output, a positive shock in the world aggregate 
demand, a positive shock in the world interest rate and a positive shock in world prices.

A rise in world output provokes the growth of domestic output, due to the growth of 
demand for traditional Ukrainian exports, an increase of the attractiveness of domestic
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firms that encourages the inflow of investment to the economy and exerts pressure 
on the interest rate towards its reduction and further intensification of investment and 
innovation. The overall impact of the world output growth has long-lasting effect that 
observes for more than 40 quarters.

The growth of the world aggregate demand leads to the growth of aggregate demand 
for domestic goods and services, especially the investment demand for goods. In the 
short run, there is a switching demand from consumer goods to the investment one. 
As a result, a fall in the overall aggregate demand is observed, then - its growth and 
stabilization in the long run.

Increase in interest rates abroad provokes a rise in interest rates in the country, 
indicating the dependence of the Ukrainian banking system from foreign capital. In the 
short term, increase in interest rates abroad leads to a drop in household consumption, 
due to the large part of consumption lending, and reduces the demand for real money 
balances. The aggregate demand for goods and services, as illustrated by the results 
of simulations, shows the instantaneous inertial growth accompanied by a further fall, 
which in the long run does not reach the previous level.

Rising of world prices primarily causes an increase in the consumption of goods and 
services by households that increases an aggregate demand in the economy. The effect 
of the world prices shock is short term and is graded in two years.
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